
Best Practices for Testing Your Marketo Email Campaigns and Landing Pages

Document, Document, Document

Especially as your testing methods get more complicated, make sure you have a master spreadsheet tracking what you tested and the results 
betweentests (and ideally linking to the emails) so you can always take a step back and evaluate from a high level. This will help you as you get
further along your tests and are ready to analyze the data, so you can apply new standards across all your Marketo assets!

Start Small at First

If you’re new to testing, start with A/B testing before growing to larger multivariate tests. It doesn’t take much extra resources to write a couple 
eextra subject lines or use a few different emails. Just make sure you’re keeping your emails the exact same (down to the from name/email and 
time of day you send) except for the one element you’re testing, otherwise you’ll get into more complicated territory!

Make Sure Your Audience Corresponds to Your Tests

Sending out emails to a small group of partners? Or an internal user group? Maybe not the best time to test out different elements. You want to
make sure you have a large enough sample size to truly get insight into the data.

Don’t Forget About the Other Important Tests: Like Email Rendering

IIt’s difficult to get the full picture of what’s working in your email and landing pages if your audience is having issues viewing or loading them! 
Use Litmus or another email rendering tool to test all of your assets before you send so you can make sure it is viewable across email platforms, 
and browsers.

Make Decisions Based on Your Data

It may go without saying, but make sure you’re taking the time to look at the data and make decisions based on it! It’s no use testing if you’re 
not going to use those insights to change up your strategy for the better.

Reach out directly to our team for a consultation on how you can  amp up your email marketing, and ultimately 
see more results!
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